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macmon secure successful at the VolkswagenStiftung 
 
Berlin, August 7th, 2018: In terms of Network Access Control, the Volkswagen Foundation is counting on 
"Made in Germany!" in the future. The German IT security expert macmon secure achieved another major 
success by implementing its market-leading NAC solution with this renowned customer. The introduc-
tion of the macmon NAC version 5.3.0 will give the VolkswagenStiftung more flexibility in maintaining 
its systems and fast access to qualified in-house support. Another criteria that secured the contract for 
macmon was the fact that the macmon products engineered in Germany do not permit "third party 
access", meeting the latest requirements for data protection guidelines, a significant difference  
compared to US solutions. 
 
 
Easy and fast implementation  
The macmon NAC solution has replaced the previously used US product at the Volkswagen Foundation 
and was immediately well received by the employees: "It quickly became clear to the IT team that the 
new solution was less awkward to manage and is tailored to the individual needs of the Volkswagen 
Foundation." 
 
"The new NAC solution automates nearly all of the manual IT administrators' administrative tasks, allow-
ing them to focus on productive tasks while monitoring the network in the background. When an  
unknown device attempts to gain access, it is automatically moved to a separate quarantine VLAN and 
the IT team is notified of the incident so that action can be taken immediately. " 
 
Click here for the corresponding case study: https://www.macmon.eu/fileadmin/users_all/content/Ref-
erenzen/Case_Studies/macmon_NAC_CaseStudy_VolkswagenStiftung.pdf 
 
 
About macmon: 
The company is manufacturer of an independent and modular NAC solution who protects the network 
against unauthorised and unsecured devices, as well as internal attacks. Customers benefit from  
macmon’s security know-how, predictable costs and an increased level of security, gained from deter-
mining exactly which devices are allowed on which segments of a network. The software features ease 
of use, integration with other leading security products, and ongoing development to keep it in line with 
the latest standards. The customer base includes international companies of various branches and sizes.  
 
The headquarters of macmon secure GmbH are located in Berlin, Germany.  
 
macmon secure is a member of the Trusted Computing Group and actively participates in various 
 research projects. 
 
For more information, please visit https://www.macmon.eu/en/home  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/networkaccesscontrol/  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/macmonUK  
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/macmonsecure  
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